Extended summertime
on your patio.
With pergola awnings from WAREMA

Pergola awning P40

Enjoy living out
and feeling in!

Do you expect your sun shading system to provide more than just a cosy shaded area and also place the
highest value on attractive design?
Then discover the high-grade pergola awnings from WAREMA. They impress with their harmonious styling
and thus add unique highlights to any patio. At the same time, the stable construction ensures optimum
sun and weather protection at all times – even in stormy weather. The range of designs, colours and frame
colours, in addition to the numerous extras, guarantees a maximum level of design freedom and operating
comfort.
Extend your "summertime" by a good few days with our pergola awnings and treat yourself to some added
home-feeling quality!

Design meets function:
pergola awnings with impact

You are sitting comfortably on your patio and a rain
shower approaches? With our pergola awnings
you can sit back and relax. Because they don't
only provide reliable sun protection, they also
protect you from the rain. If requested, a lowerable
pole can ensure safe water drainage, for example.
When it comes to the design, the pergola awning
will bring a breath of fresh air with its curved guide
rail and is guaranteed to be a real eye-catcher on
your house.

▶ Valance roller blind
The valance roller blind, which is very easy to
operate using a crank, provides reliable visual
privacy and glare control.
▶ secudrive®
The tight guidance of the curtain ensures optimal
stability in windy conditions and prevents an
unwanted light gap at the side.

Open air with style:
pergola awnings with a clear line

Want something exceptional?
Combine the first-class sun shading and weather
protection with outstanding design. Transform
your outdoor space into an oasis of well-being
with pergola awnings. With their elegant shape,
they create large areas of shade and will be an
eye-catcher on your patio. Look forward to your
new "open space" with style.

▶ WMS –
WAREMA Mobile System
The
intelligent
WMS
control allows you to control
awnings and light easily
and according to your own
preferences using a handheld transmitter.

A beautiful glow:
Integrated LED lighting

Are you looking forward to a mild summer evening
on your patio?
With our pergola awnings, you can create the perfect
atmosphere. The dimmable LED lighting, which is
barely visible integrated into the guide rails, gives a
pleasantly warm light and therefore provides a cosy
environment to live out, feel in. So you can round off
your day in a relaxed atmosphere. A real highlight!

▶ Radiant heaters
The optional radiant heater
guarantees
pleasant
temperatures under the
awning even in colder
weather or in the evening
hours.

For further information, please contact your WAREMA specialist dealer:

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other
brochures. Simply download or request them at www.warema.de/prospekte.
You can live out,
feel in on your patio.

Because it is your home.
With renovation solutions from WAREMA

Solutions for
renovations
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Enjoy more time outdoors.

Thanks to WAREMA control systems

With WAREMA patio awnings
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Solutions for
the patio

Living comfort to perfection.
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